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Procedure for the  
PLUS PACKAGE - ADVANCED 

 

After purchasing your IMPROVEMYPROFILE package, you will receive three 

emails. Among others, an order confirmation, an invoice email & a download 

files email with this schedule, interview sheets, as well as two handouts 

about "The right photo" & "10 tips for a successful first message". 

After that we ask you to follow the steps below: 
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1. WE WANT TO GET TO KNOW YOU 

Fill out our interview forms about your preferences, interests, hobbies and what you look for in a 

partner and send it back to documents@improvemyprofile.com. These confidential 

questionnaires will provide us with exactly the information we need to create a successful, 

attention-grabbing profile tailored to your ideal partner. Please also let us know on one of these 

forms which online platform you are a customer of, so that we can customize the profile with the 

needed information accordingly. If you are not registered with any dating platform, no problem - 

we will simply create a universal profile for you, which you can definitely use with all known 

platforms. It would only be good to know whether it is a dating app or a dating website in the 

future, as the number of characters is different in each case.  

Then send us your entire selection of pictures (reduce your number of pictures to ten), which you 

may already be using or want to use on the dating portal, to pictures@improvemyprofile.com. 

This way we can make recommendations for your photos that show you from your best side and 

select the best five. Of these five, three will be edited to make them more attractive. 

2. YOUR ONLINE PROFILE BECOMES AN ONLINE DATING STAR 

Within five business days of submitting your data, we'll send you your brand new profile, which is 

now tailored specifically to you, your personality, and of course your ideal partner. The make-over 

profile that makes you shine like a hero. Thanks to your personality! 

Also, we will suggest you the five best pictures which you should use for your online appearance 

in order to assert yourself even better in the limelight of the dating stage. After that, we will take 

three photos of our choice and transform them into a new unique piece of your dating photo 

profile collection with the help of small editing tricks.  

UPLOAD NOW AND FIND YOUR ONLINE LOVE! 

Just update your profile or create a new one and get inspired and impressed by your new dating 

appearance. Now it's no longer IMPROVEMYPROFILE, but WAIT FOR DATING PROFILES. Big love 

will be waiting for you.                                                        
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